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Taping is the application of adhesive tape to, for example, a box or other surface. In the packaging industry, tape is often used to
seal something, in most cases a box or package. In addition, tape is also used to bundle products, to mark products, to
communicate a message or to prevent theft.
The ultimate goal of taping is to store and / or ship your products without damage, so that they arrive at your customer in perfect
condition. Packaging tape or adhesive tape can be applied manually, with a table dispenser or by machine.

Machine with top and side transport
The CT 203 SDT is a semi-automatic case sealer suitable for PP
or PVC tape from 25 mm to 75 mm.
The CT 203 SDT is particularly suitable for high, narrow boxes,
because of the horizontal transport function and the top
transport function.
After filling the box, the operator folds the top cover and inserts
the box manually into the machine. Then the top and bottom
are automatically closed with tape. The machine can easily be
manually adjusted to the required height and width, which is
good when the package size to be processed varies little.
With the CT 203 SDT it is possible to professionally close
hundreds of packages per day.

Options:

Cyklop International
Industriestraße 133, D-50996 Köln
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Postfach / P.O. Box 50 12 20,
D-50972 Köln (Rodenkirchen)

Technical data:
Machine dimensions (H x W x D)

1684 x 1166 x 892 mm

Closure

Top and bottom

Consumable

PP / PVC tape

Tape - outer diameter

360 mm (max)

Tape - core diameter

76 mm

Tape - width

25 - 75 mm

Package - length

min 150 mm - max ∞

Package - width

100 mm - 500 mm

Package - height

100 mm - 500 mm

Capacity

800 packages / hour

Transport

Top and side - 22 meter / hour

Protection

IP 54

Power supply

380 V / 50 Hz / 3 phases

Weight

130 kg
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- 67 cm package width
- Wheels
- Extra transport / roller conveyors
- Direct printing / coding / labeling

